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CIM Mixing Timer

Accurate timing of the CIM mix is crucial to the success of the liner.
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Successful mixing requires accurate,

repeatable mix times.

It is critical that CIM liners and coatings

are mixed for the proper length of time.

Keeping track of mix time with the sweep

hand on a watch invites disaster. The CIM

Mixing Timer ensures accurate and exact

mixing times, pail after pail.

Pushing the start button on the Mixing

Timer starts the mixer to get the Premix

material rolling. The Activator is then

poured into the rolling Premix. Pushing

the "start" button again assures an accu-

rate and repeatable mix time. If the CIM

Mixing Timer eliminates one improperly

timed pail and the necessary repair effort,

it more than pays for itself.

Sturdy, industrial components for long,

trouble-free operation.

The CIM Mixing Timer is a rugged, indus-

trial quality timer for controlling mixers in

the mixing of two-part CIM liner systems.

The Mixing Timer provides convenient

power at the push (or step) of the start

button and automatically shuts off after

the pre-set time. The system is typically

used with the CIM Mixing Jig for

increased productivity and eliminating

mixing errors.

Specifications

5" x 5" x 4" oil-tight cabinet.  

Two grounded 18" x 14 ga 3 wire, water-

tight, strain relieved power cords.

115 volt, 10 amp, 60 cycle “interval on”

input/output corded, internally mounted, 

timing relay adjusted to 180 seconds 

(3 minutes). Timer interval shall be field

verified at the beginning of each workday.

ON-OFF toggle switch and START switch

mounted on enclosure cover.


